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Exploring the Synergies of Single-Molecule Fluorescence
and 2D Materials Coupled by DNA

Lars Richter, Alan M. Szalai, C. Lorena Manzanares-Palenzuela, Izabela Kamińska,
and Philip Tinnefeld*

The world of 2D materials is steadily growing, with numerous researchers
attempting to discover, elucidate, and exploit their properties. Approaches
relying on the detection of single fluorescent molecules offer a set of
advantages, for instance, high sensitivity and specificity, that allow the
drawing of conclusions with unprecedented precision. Herein, it is argued
how the study of 2D materials benefits from fluorescence-based
single-molecule modalities, and vice versa. A special focus is placed on DNA,
serving as a versatile adaptor when anchoring single dye molecules to 2D
materials. The existing literature on the fruitful combination of the two fields
is reviewed, and an outlook on the additional synergies that can be created
between them provided.

1. Introduction

2D materials have prompted tremendous interest in science and
industry since the discovery of graphene.[1] Over the last couple of
years, the family of 2D materials has grown substantially, and sev-
eral 2D materials have become commercially available in various
forms, such as mono- or multilayers, powders, crystals, flakes,
etc. Although some 2D materials are still in their infancy, scien-
tists envision this family of materials disrupting numerous in-
dustrial sectors and becoming part of our everyday lives during
the next few decades.[2–5] Graphene, for example, is now found
in batteries, inks for printable electronics, photodetectors, and
chemical and biological sensors.[6–8] With the expansion of the
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2D material family exhibiting a wide spec-
trum of unusual properties, the opportuni-
ties are all encompassing for both basic sci-
ence and application-driven pursuits. More-
over, the capabilities of applications are fur-
ther extended by the integration of other
2D materials, bulk materials, or soft matter,
which results in complex coupling effects.

Our motivation to combine 2D ma-
terials with single-molecule fluorescence
techniques coupled by DNA is twofold:
first, DNA-based supramolecular assem-
blies on 2D materials can be tailored for
biophysics, bioimaging, and biosensing by
harnessing the materials as a transducer
platform in single-molecule fluorescence
studies.[9,10] Second, the addressability of

DNA nanostructures can be utilized to place single fluores-
cent molecules at well-defined positions on top of the materi-
als and study their optical and electronic properties. Moreover,
single-molecule fluorescence allows investigating the presence
and spatial distribution of different kinds of material defects with
nanometer-scale resolution. Additionally, the respective meth-
ods are highly sensitive and non-invasive, thus representing a
promising platform to study 2D materials under ambient con-
ditions. The choice of DNA as a linker is also advantageous from
a practical point of view since it is widely available and has a
well-studied chemistry that enables easy access to functionalized
strands.

While experimental studies combining fluorescent dye
molecules and 2D materials have been primarily carried out
in ensemble spectroscopy, single-molecule fluorescence tech-
niques provide valuable information that is otherwise averaged
out.[11–15] For example, unique photoluminescent properties
of graphene quantum dots were observed by single-molecule
fluorescence that were not discernible in previous ensemble
experiments.[16] Furthermore, single-molecule fluorescence
allowed to prove the distance dependence of the energy trans-
fer from fluorescent dyes to graphene, obtaining a separation
with 50% energy transfer at unprecedented precision and a
substantially higher value than previously reported.[17] Yet, from
our perspective, the research in the area has been hindered
by insufficient communication between the single-molecule
fluorescence and 2D materials communities. Bridging the gap
between these fields would be strongly synergistic: on the one
hand, by using single-molecule fluorescence methods, the
performance of devices based on 2D materials is enhanced, for
example, by gaining spatial information and avoiding averaging
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effects. On the other hand, single-molecule experiments can be
used to investigate the 2D materials’ properties and the presence
of defects with a great level of detail. Moreover, those approaches
allow for exploring the mechanisms underlying the interplay
among DNA, single fluorescent molecules, and 2D materials.
Here, single-molecule fluorescence methods are proposed as
complementary modalities that provide a distinct perspective
on the molecular behavior and interactions at the interface of
a material. By combining different techniques such as atomic
force microscopy (AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy, and
single-molecule fluorescence methods, researchers can gain
a more complete understanding of the material’s properties,
such as its surface chemistry, reactivity, and energy-transfer
properties, with a high level of spatial and temporal resolution.

Due to the overwhelming literature content about 2D materi-
als, we have selected five groups of materials to discuss herein;
namely, graphene, graphene oxide, hexagonal boron nitride, tran-
sition metal dichalcogenides (mainly MoS2 and WS2), and MX-
enes. We step into the current knowledge of DNA-2D material
interactions, followed by a brief introduction of single-molecule
fluorescence techniques. We stress the synergies by elaborating
on how different fields can benefit. Finally, we close with an out-
look on the challenges and possible future development.

2. 2D Materials

2.1. Graphene

In 2004, graphene, a material theoretically predicted to be un-
stable under ambient conditions, was experimentally isolated
for the first time via mechanical exfoliation.[1] It was a break-
through for basic research, and soon graphene entered nearly
every field of science due to its impressive list of properties.[5]

Without electrical contact, graphene is a zero-bandgap semicon-
ductor, and its charge carriers obey a linear dispersion relation.
As a consequence, it manifests wavelength-independent light ab-
sorption across the visible-near IR regions, with an absorbance
defined as 𝜋𝛼 ≈ 2.3%, where 𝛼 ≈ 1/137 is the fine-structure
constant.[18] With these characteristics, graphene behaves as a
unique acceptor system that has been exploited in biosensing
applications.[19–22] Nonetheless, for fields such as electronics and
optoelectronics, the flexibility to engineer the energy bandgap
is highly advantageous. Another supreme phenomenon broadly
utilized is the ambipolar electric field effect, which enables tun-
ing the electronic properties of graphene and is especially critical
for the development of graphene field effect transistors (GFETs),
photovoltaics, photodetection, energy conversion, or light mod-
ulation devices. The high-charge carrier’s mobility finds appli-
cations in all sorts of optoelectronic devices and GFET-based
sensors.[23,24] Finally, high transparency, together with the afore-
mentioned properties, is broadly applied in the development of
coating materials, touch screens, flexible solar cells, and biologi-
cal imaging. Today, graphene incessantly has a solid position in
science and slowly advances into commercial applications.[25,26]

Nevertheless, the high-yield and cost-free production on a larger
scale is still challenging, and for many applications, graphene is
replaced by graphene nanoflakes or graphene oxide.

2.2. Graphene Oxide

The history of graphite and graphene oxide (GO) dates back to
the 19th century, when they were obtained for the first time
by prolonged oxidation of graphite.[27] Nowadays, GO is com-
monly obtained using Hummers’ method.[28–30] It carries oxygen-
containing functional groups, mainly hydroxyl, carbonyl, epox-
ide, and carboxyl groups, which disrupt the sp2 carbon network
and entail the insulating character of GO, in contrast to highly
conductive graphene.[31] It is probably the most studied 2D ma-
terial, gathering attention as a water-processable material simi-
lar to graphene and as a precursor for reduced GO (rGO) pro-
duction, which was supposed to act as a cheaper alternative
for graphene.[32] Although the efficiency of the reduction pro-
cess could never reach the point that rGO behaved exactly as
graphene, especially for areas larger than tens of micrometers,[33]

it possesses advantages, such as the flexibility with the choice of
the reducing agent, the controlled degree of the reduction, and
the eventual incorporation of other moieties within the lattice.[34]

GO, as an independent material, has also found applications
in various research fields, for instance in environmental and
biomedical applications, sensing, composites, batteries, or solar
cells.[31,35]

2.3. Hexagonal Boron Nitride

Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has an almost identical crys-
tal structure as graphene, with alternately arranged boron and
nitrogen atoms. Due to its high reflectivity in the visible light
range, it is also called “white graphene”.[36] It gained much in-
terest as a wide-bandgap semiconductor that is chemically in-
ert and highly temperature-resistant. This is particularly inter-
esting for in-plane and stacked van der Waals heterostructures,
where hBN serves as an atomically flat substrate, insulator, or
barrier/tunneling layer.[37,38] hBN has been extensively studied
for applications in field-effect transistors, tunneling devices, op-
toelectronic, and photoelectric devices.[36] Nevertheless, due to
the latest advances in fabricating, doping, and merging hBN with
other materials to form nanocomposites, it has also been used
in several other applications related to environmental sensing,
catalysis, energy storage and conversion, membrane separation,
as well as thermal and chemical protection coatings.[39]

2.4. Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are a family of atom-
ically thin semiconductors with two chalcogen atoms (S, Se, or
Te) interconnected by a transition metal atom (Mo, W, etc.).[40]

The composition of TMDs determines their crystal structure,
which, unlike graphene and hBN, reveals three atomic layers (a
sandwich-like structure) with strong in-plane bonding and weak
out-of-plane interactions. The energy bandgap of TMDs is typi-
cally between 1 and 2 eV. The presence of the intrinsic bandgap
and the resulting optoelectronic properties determine the direc-
tions for exploring TMDs for photonics, spintronics, optoelec-
tronics, transistors, photodetectors, etc.[40,41] Yet, also applica-
tions in sensing, biosensing, DNA sequencing, and biomedicine
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were found.[42,43] Herein, we will mainly focus on the most stud-
ied members of the family, MoS2 and WS2.

2.5. MXenes

Another group of 2D materials are MXenes, which were first re-
ported by Naguib et al., in 2011.[44] MXenes are part of a large
family of hydrophilic multielement materials with the formula
Mn+1XnTx (M: early transition metal; X: carbon or nitrogen; Tx:
O, OH, F, and/or Cl surface terminations). They are synthesized
by applying a strong etchant, for example, hydrofluoric acid, on a
so-called MAX phase, where “A” stands for the main groups III or
IV of the periodic system. MXenes raised much interest because
of their metallic conductivity and intercalation properties, as well
as their tunable surface chemistry, clay-like adsorptive properties,
and biocompatibility.[45–48] By now, MXenes have been applied in
energy storage, electronics, electromagnetic shielding, biomedi-
cal, and environment-related applications.[49]

2.6. Homo- and Heterostructures

Better understanding and growing interest in 2D materials natu-
rally raised the question of expanding the field by creating homo-
and heterostructures.[50] They are formed in vertical (layer-by-
layer) or lateral (so-called in-plane) architectures. While the first
strategy is commonly used and several layered structures have
been created employing this approach, the second one remains
challenging due to difficulties in “stitching” two materials. En-
gineering homo- and heterostructures, on the one hand, opens
possibilities to explore new properties and phenomena, while,
on the other hand, it may improve the performance of their com-
ponents. With the effort of theoretical and experimental scien-
tists, the world of 2D homo- and heterostructures has greatly ex-
panded over the last decade. Discussing them in detail is out of
the scope of this article; nevertheless, we would like to encour-
age the reader to explore the field with the comprehensive review
articles available.[51–54]

3. Interactions of DNA with 2D Materials

We suggest the use of DNA as a linker to 2D materials. DNA is an
important anchoring molecule because of its spatial dimensions
and well-documented behavior.[68,69] Modifications of DNA em-
ploying a wide range of moieties are often commercially available
while being affordable. By doing so, DNA offers a simple means
of coupling, particularly for single fluorescent dye molecules,
which are the focus of this perspective piece.[70,71] Thanks to ex-
isting findings, the interaction of DNA with 2D materials is par-
tially understood. For example, we know that mostly non-covalent
forces drive supramolecular self-assembly. To this day, nanopore-
based DNA sequencing devices[72] and biosensing platforms[73,74]

are the primary applications of biointerfaces. This has led to the
development of a whole new area of study dedicated to elucidat-
ing the mechanisms underlying these interactions, which have
almost entirely been elicited by theoretical simulations. Experi-
mental approaches are difficult to implement and, as a result,

are less prevalent. Examples include studies based on adsorp-
tion and desorption experiments monitored by material-induced
fluorescence quenching,[75] isothermal calorimetry,[76,77] and
AFM.[78]

From a materials sciences’ point of view, DNA—short for de-
oxyribonucleic acid—is a negatively charged polymer. The pri-
mary structure of DNA is made of four different nitrogenous nu-
cleobases (adenine [A], cytosine [C], guanine [G], and thymine
[T]), which are held by a sugar molecule and are interconnected
by phosphate groups. The covalent linkage between sugar and
phosphate groups forms the so-called sugar-phosphate back-
bone of the single-stranded DNA polymer. Non-covalent hydro-
gen bonds between complementary nucleobases (A with T and
C with G) of two single strands lead to the formation of a double
helix. This structure is stabilized by stacking interactions among
neighboring nucleobases (Figure 1a). A planar projection of the
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) helix reveals alternating smaller
and larger gaps in between two single strands. Those are denoted
as minor and major grooves, respectively.[79] The single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) polymer is flexible with a persistence length of
≈2 nm, and hence it is typically coiled up.[80] Instead, dsDNA is
rigid, with a persistence length of ≈50 nm.[81] The DNA poly-
mer is generally hydrophilic due to its sugar-phosphate back-
bone. However, the nucleobases allow for hydrophobic interac-
tions, especially by base stacking, and to some degree in the
grooves of the double helix. Because of the phosphate groups,
DNA has a negative net charge and is a polyelectrolyte that can
be employed in layer-by-layer assemblies.[82] With respect to its
electrical conductivity, the most important mechanism is charge
transfer by hole transport along the nucleobases, with a domi-
nant role of the guanosine nucleoside that has the highest oxi-
dation potential.[83,84] DNA encodes the genetic information in
organisms, providing the instructions to build the proteins that
maintain life. Regardless of its various applications, the polymer
is designed for information storage and transfer. Despite several
protective mechanisms, even subtle modifications in DNA’s pri-
mary structure can alter this information.

DNA has become the central material for bottom-up synthetic
biology aiming at artificially creating life-like functions.[85] This
does not only build on influencing the genetics of organisms, but
also on the prebiotic side with the construction of complex and
functional nanostructures using the DNA-origami technique and
similar approaches.[86] The specificity and simplicity of the DNA-
origami technique using DNA like a LEGO brick-like building
block to create complex 3D nanoscale structures led to its broad
application in nanofabrication, biosensing, and drug delivery.[87]

This is only possible as the DNA-origami technique enables
the realization of stable and precise structures at the nanome-
ter scale, thereby making it possibile to manufacture nanostruc-
tures. Within this text, we refer to different nucleic acid struc-
tures, differentiated by the following terminology: DNA refers
either to its single-stranded (ssDNA) or to its double-stranded
form (dsDNA). DNA nanostructure refers to nanoscale struc-
tures made of DNA self-assemblies, and DNA-origami nanos-
tructures are a specific example of the latter.

In this section, we briefly review the basics of the interactions
between DNA and 2D materials, as well as the approaches to at-
tach more complex DNA nanostructures, such as systems fabri-
cated with the DNA-origami technique. For an in-depth analysis
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Figure 1. Controlled placement of dye molecules onto 2D materials for single-molecule fluorescence studies. a) Summary of the main physicochemical
properties of single-stranded DNA, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and DNA-origami nanostructures. The cylinders in the scheme displaying DNA-
origami nanostructures represent dsDNA. b) Sketch showing three approaches linking 2D materials and single fluorescent molecules, namely the use of
oxide layers as spacers, the use of DNA molecules as mediators, and the linkage using chemical connectors. The right side elaborates on the linkage by
coupling specific molecules, highlighting five examples for the selected groups of 2D materials. c) Summary of single-molecule fluorescence techniques
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of these interactions, the reader is referred to more comprehen-
sive reviews on this topic.[74,88–90]

3.1. Spontaneous Assembly of DNA onto 2D Materials

As a polymer, DNA adsorbs through multiple interaction points
or segments throughout its chain. As a result, the sub-additive
effect of enthalpy changes is high in magnitude.[77] The strong
non-covalent DNA-2D material interaction is exemplified by the
high affinity of the ssDNA-graphene system. The contact of ss-
DNA with graphene drives both hydrophobic and van der Waals
interactions with purine and pyrimidine nucleobases via 𝜋–𝜋
stacking, rendering the hydrophilic sugar-phosphate backbone
oriented away from the surface.[91] An early report based on
isothermal calorimetry revealed that the relative interaction en-
ergies of isolated nucleobases in alkaline media with graphene
dispersions decrease in the order guanine > adenine > cytosine
≥ thymine, the latter two being interchangeable and the strongest
being −13.45 kcal mol−1.[76] More recently, it has been compu-
tationally shown that ssDNA lies flat on the graphene surface
with an average interaction energy as high as −23 kcal mol−1

per nucleotide, which is even stronger on hBN, for example,
−29 kcal mol−1 per nucleotide.[92] In other findings, boron atoms
have been found to play a crucial role in the alignment of the
nucleobases, explaining why hBN has a higher affinity for DNA
than graphene, both of which rely on the stacking of the nu-
cleobases on the surface.[93] The strong interactions observed
with boron nitride have been exploited in nanopore sequenc-
ing work, slowing down the DNA translocation time and pro-
viding enough time resolution for DNA sequencing.[94] The in-
teractions of graphene/hBN with dsDNA differ from those of ss-
DNA as the nucleobases are shielded within the duplex. It has
been shown that the stacked bases compete with 𝜋–𝜋 stacking
on graphene.[95,96] In general, this differential affinity of ss- and
dsDNA is non-surprisingly found for most 2D systems; however,
the interaction mechanisms and contrast levels differ.

Introducing oxygen-rich moieties on these low-dimensional
surfaces drives more complex interaction behaviors with nucleic
acids. The interactions of graphene oxide with DNA involve a dy-
namic interplay between three contributions. i) Hydrogen bonds
of the nucleobases with epoxy and hydroxyl groups that deco-
rate the basal plane, as well as carboxyl, carbonyl, phenol, lac-
tone, and quinone groups lining up on the edges. ii) 𝜋–𝜋 stack-
ing occurs on the graphenic regions containing unoxidized sp2

hybridized carbon. iii) Cation bridges of the phosphate backbone
of ss- and dsDNA with the oxidized regions are formed in the
presence of divalent ions, that is, commonly Mg2+.[91,95] It has
been revealed, both computationally and experimentally, that the
degree and way in which DNA adsorbs onto graphene oxide vary
according to the level of oxidation of the material.[97,98] In addi-

tion, it affects the balance between hydrogen bonding and 𝜋–𝜋
interactions, strongly impacting the biosensing performance of
the material.[91,98,99]

Newer materials, such as TMDs and MXenes, have been
found to interact more weakly with DNA than graphene-
like materials.[100] An experimental adsorption/desorption study
conducted with MoS2 and WS2 revealed that van der Waals
forces play a key role in the adsorption mechanism of DNA
oligonucleotides.[89] In another study, the average interaction en-
ergy of polynucleotides with MoS2 was calculated to be five times
weaker than that of graphene.[101] Moreover, dsDNA fails to ad-
sorb onto a MoS2 surface, tending to detach from it and diffuse
into the bulk solution.[102] This strong dsDNA repulsion was ex-
ploited in a mix-and-read homogeneous biosensor platform.[103]

In the case of MXenes, the negatively charged phosphate groups
serve as anchors for DNA through cation bridges.[45,100] Re-
searchers observed that only divalent cations induce adsorption
of ssDNA in Ti2C-MXenes, as evidenced by fluorescence quench-
ing following the order Mn2+

> Ni2+
> Ca2+

> Mg2+, where Mn2+

showed the highest adsorption efficiency.[100] Additionally, both
ss- and dsDNA are capable of adsorbing onto MXenes because of
the phosphate backbone-mediated interaction.

3.2. Controlled Immobilization of DNA Nanostructures on 2D
Materials

The spontaneous assembly of ss- and dsDNA on 2D materials
has brought about a wide range of applications. Going one step
further, DNA nanostructures provide a superior degree of con-
trol that, together with single-molecule techniques, makes them
an ideal platform for high-resolution studies of both material
and biochemical systems. The DNA-origami technique, which
takes advantage of DNA’s inherent programmability, is an ideal
way to generate these nanostructures. As a result, we can ex-
ert nanometer-level distance control as well as stoichiometric
control over the inclusion of moieties of interest.[104] To make
the best use of the programmability of DNA-origami nanostruc-
tures, they must be immobilized in a controlled manner on 2D
materials using specific linkers for non-covalent and covalent
chemistries. Pyrene is possibly the most important non-covalent
linker for connecting graphene to biomolecules. Our group has
leveraged the pyrene-graphene systems’ intrinsic stacking in-
teraction to build interfaces with DNA-origami nanostructures
and graphene. Additionally, single-stranded extensions can be
employed to immobilize those structures, building on the non-
covalent interactions previously introduced.[105,106] As there are
studies where distortions of DNA-origami nanostructures on
graphene have been reported,[107,108] it is crucial to perform con-
trol experiments to verify that the integrity of the former is
conserved. Naturally, the choice of an anchoring method will

and features of the main data outcome. Super-resolution microscopy exploits the transition between bright and dark states that take place at the level
of single fluorescent molecules to overcome the diffraction barrier.[55–60] Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) provides distance
information between a fluorescent donor and acceptor dye molecule in the range of 110 nm,[61,62] and it has been widely used to study biomolecular
interactions, and structural and conformational changes in proteins.[63,64] In single-molecule fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), sparse
single emitters are imaged and the fluorescence lifetime of each molecule is obtained.[65,66] These temporally resolved techniques allow studying the
nanoscale surroundings of each fluorescent dye molecule, as well as gaining information about possible energy-transfer processes.[17] In single-molecule
tracking, the position of a single fluorescent dye molecule is followed over time, which provides key information about its diffusion properties.[67] The
introduced techniques provide varying information, as depicted in the lower part.
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Table 1. Overview of the most-common, covalent functionalization strategies for the site-specific linkage of DNA on different 2D materials.

Material Covalent linkage strategies

Graphene[112,116–120] • Addition of free radicals to bind to the sp2 carbon atoms
• Addition of dienophiles to bind to carbon-carbon bonds
• Nucleophilic addition reaction

Graphene oxide[112,116–119,121] • Same as for graphene
• Silanization (Si–O–C bond is formed) and etherification to attach to –OH groups
• Fischer esterification reaction or Williamson ether synthesis, where carbodiimides are used as a

coupling agent to bind with –COOH groups
• Nucleophilic ring-opening reaction to bind epoxide groups

Hexagonal boron nitride[116,122] • Radical reactions (carbene and nitrene intermediate)
• Steam-mediated hydroxylation
• Hydrothermal functionalization (hydroxyl and fluorine)
• Introduction of hydroxyl, amino, ether, amine, arcyl, alkyl, or halogen groups, as well as heteroatoms

(C and O)

Transition metal dichalcogenides (MoS2/WS2)[116,123,124] • Ligand conjugation of functional group (from organic molecules) by linkage of
i) chalcogen atoms
ii) vacant sites of chalcogen atoms

• Addition of molecules with thiol groups, favorably bond with sulfur vacancies of MoS2/WS2
• Hydrothermal functionalization (carboxyl and thiol ligands)

MXenes[110,116,125,126] • Amine-silane-functionalization for further coupling with –COOH terminated biomolecules
• Glycine-mediated chemisorption via N–Ti bonds

depend on the specific surface chemistry of the 2D material. For
graphene, hydrophobic-driven interactions are the norm. How-
ever, for hydrophilic materials, other strategies must be deployed.
For example, DNA-origami nanostructures have been interfaced
on GO flakes via salt bridges with divalent cations. In our lab,
we make use of glycine-modified DNA nanostructures for their
controlled placement on MXene surfaces in the absence of diva-
lent cations to prevent non-specific binding. The use of glycine
is based on prior works on the interactions of amino acids with
MXenes[109] and the use of glycine-MXene composites in energy
storage.[110]

While non-covalent functionalization allows for the specific
placement of DNA nanostructures on 2D materials without dis-
rupting the underlying lattice or significantly altering the elec-
tronic behavior,[111,112] covalent approaches alternatively provide
site-specific linkage with high chemical resistance. We listed the
most common covalent strategies in Table 1. In Figure 1b, we
further visualize the linkage of nanostructures on top of 2D ma-
terials. Remarkably, all the covalent and non-covalent strategies
described can be used not only to attach DNA molecules to the
surface, but also to other kinds of entities or materials,[113–115]

including fluorescent molecules. For an even more comprehen-
sive description of covalent functionalization of 2D materials, the
reader is referred to recent reviews on the topic.[111,116]

4. Single-Molecule Fluorescence Detection

Single-molecule techniques were pioneered three decades
ago[127] and have revolutionized the way of doing science in many
fields of research. The main feature of these techniques is that
they permit the study of each individual molecule present in an
unsynchronized molecular population. Thus, they allow detect-
ing heterogeneous behaviors that, otherwise, equalize in ensem-

ble measurements. Single-molecule methods differ in the read-
out signal used for detection; this can be fluorescence, surface-
enhanced Raman scattering, an electrochemical response, scat-
tered electrons, or the resistive force in AFM experiments.[128]

Here, we will focus our attention on single-molecule fluorescence
methods, as many applications involving DNA and 2D materials
have a fluorescence readout. Fluorescence techniques are non-
invasive and do not depend on any mechanical interaction. How-
ever, fluorescence imposes limitations, with many samples be-
ing in a dark or dim state, thereby requiring fluorescent labeling,
potentially altering the entity of interest.[129] Nonetheless, the la-
beling can be an advantage as well, since it allows specifically la-
beling a molecular target, even if it is present in a crowded en-
vironment surrounded by other molecular species. Another dis-
advantage is that certain materials suffer from autofluorescence,
deteriorating the signal-to-background level, which can be critical
in single-molecule measurements.[130]

Regarding sensing applications, single-molecule fluorescence
emerges as an attractive option because it lets us observe molec-
ular systems with the highest possible sensitivity. However, opti-
cal single-molecule detection has some intrinsic limitations, such
as a limited dynamic concentration range.[131] For example, mea-
suring targets below the picomolar concentration is challenging
because significantly enlarged observation volumes are needed
to increase the probability of detecting single target molecules
within a reasonable period. However, a larger observation vol-
ume impairs the signal-to-noise ratio in such a way that single-
molecule detection is no longer possible. Different strategies
have been explored to overcome these limitations, such as the
preconcentration of targets by implementing capturing schemes.
In this regard, DNA-origami nanoantennas proved to be an ex-
cellent platform to both capture specific targets and improve the
signal-to-noise ratio through fluorescence enhancement.[132]

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2303152 2303152 (6 of 14) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Single-molecule fluorescence offers a powerful toolbox that
is exploited in multiple scientific fields. In Figure 1c, we sum-
marize some of the main single-molecule techniques available
nowadays. Single-molecule fluorescence eliminates averaging
effects and allows identifying heterogeneous subpopulations.
When combined with imaging techniques, single-molecule fluo-
rescence provides valuable spatial information, which enables,
for example, the study of the optical and electronic properties
of the materials on its edges or the distinction of pristine from
defective areas at the nanometer scale. Moreover, the interac-
tions between 2D materials and fluorophores extend the capa-
bilities of single-molecule-based techniques. For example, the
energy transfer from single dye molecules to graphene yields
the distance between the fluorophore and the surface with sub-
nanometer precision.[9,10] Next, we discuss different avenues in
which single-molecule fluorescence techniques can be combined
with 2D materials and show some successful examples. Figure 2a
schematically portrays two categories that we propose to help un-
derstand the synergy: on the one hand, the characterization of 2D
materials with single-molecule sensitivity; and on the other hand,
the extension of the capabilities of single-molecule fluorescence
methods. In Figures 2b–g, recent examples are presented.

5. Synergies between 2D Materials and
Single-Molecule Fluorescence

In this section, we explore the synergies that can emerge from
the combination of 2D materials and single-molecule fluores-
cence techniques. We argue for its benefits while recognizing
the existing knowledge that is crucial for those studies. First, we
discuss how certain features of materials can be studied with
single-molecule fluorescence methods. Second, we dig into how
the presence of 2D materials can enhance the capabilities of
single-molecule fluorescence techniques.

5.1. Single-Molecule Fluorescence Sensitivity to Study Materials

Materials are often heterogeneous in both morphology and func-
tionality. In some cases, materials have active regions that are in
close proximity (nanometer scale) to inactive areas, and this can
be studied with single-molecule experiments. For example, het-
erogeneous catalytic reactions converting fluorogenic substrates
have been widely used to investigate the spatio-temporal prop-
erties of such reactions on nanoparticles as well as on 1D and
2D nanocrystals.[133] Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy
serves as a vital approach to studying the presence and distri-
bution of defects in 2D materials. Recently, super-resolution mi-
croscopy was used to detect and analyze sulfur-deficient point de-
fects, grain boundaries, and line defects in flakes of MoS2 and
WS2 (Figure 2b).[134] In this work, the authors claim a localiza-
tion precision of 15 nm, which is compatible with the size of
the smallest features observed in the inset of Figure 2b. Simi-
larly, defects in hBN were uncovered with ≈11 nm resolution[135]

(Figure 2c). Furthermore, antibunching measurements allowed
to identify defective sites in MoS2 by deciphering the emitter
species.[136] It is instructive to consider the many works on re-
solving defects, making a case for how relevant it is to make

them visible under ambient or even biologically compatible
conditions.

The preparation of high-quality and homogeneous single-
layer substrates remains a permanent challenge. Here, single-
molecule studies can be used as a strategy for benchmark-
ing new sample preparation protocols. In a recent work, time-
resolved fluorescence measurements and DNA-origami nan-
otechnology were combined to screen the quality of the graphene
lattice.[137] Single fluorophores were positioned at predefined
sites of the nanostructure in such a way that the distance to
the substrate was controlled with sub-nanometer accuracy. Ex-
ploiting the distance (d)-dependent energy transfer from sin-
gle dye molecules to graphene, a process that follows a d−4 law
and has a characteristic distance d0 of ≈18 nm,[17] maps of
fluorescence lifetime and intensity were obtained that revealed
how the energy-transfer process occurred in different graphene
areas. While high-quality graphene provided a narrow distri-
bution of fluorescence lifetimes, the presence of holes, wrin-
kles, or defects was spatially identified by detecting molecules
with unexpected fluorescence lifetime values and/or a broad-
ened distribution of the spectroscopic properties[137] (Figure 2d).
This also allowed using graphene sensors more accurately, for
example, by attaching a reference dye molecule to the sen-
sor in order to locally verify the quality of graphene. Conse-
quently, it is possible to avoid defective areas of the sensor plat-
form. Yet, it is not only about resolving defects, but we are
also enabled to learn about their origin and the respective un-
derlying physics.[138] In this respect, another example is men-
tioned that reveals the charge transport characteristics at solid–
liquid interfaces by single-molecule localization microscopy on
hBN.[139] MXenes have also been used as fluorescence quenchers
for sensing applications in ensemble measurements.[140] How-
ever, for MXenes being in an earlier stage of development
and understanding compared to other 2D materials, a thor-
ough study based on single fluorescent molecules would
give a profound insight into the material properties, that is,
the quenching mechanism, its distance relation, and spectral
dependencies.

Graphene offers many advantages compared to other materi-
als regarding the quenching of fluorescence. Most of all, it can
be used as a broadband fluorescence quencher due to its con-
stant absorption across the visible spectral range. There are mul-
tiple studies demonstrating its optoelectronic properties also at
the single-molecule level, which provide in-depth understanding
about the mechanisms of the energy transfer and its distance
dependency, with a sensitive range up to ≈40 nm.[17] Though
many works use graphene oxide (GO) instead of graphene since,
in terms of fluorescence quenching, it behaves similarly, but the
material is cheaper. Although GO has other advantages, such as
water solubility and rich chemistry due to the presence of oxygen-
containing functional groups, there are no systematic studies
on the distance dependency of the fluorescence quenching in
the presence of GO. This is mainly due to the flaky nature of
GO, having a small surface area, and the inability to easily de-
termine the number of GO layers. Lacking an appropriate cali-
bration curve, it is not possible to calculate the distance between
a fluorescent dye molecule and GO based on lifetime or inten-
sity measurements.[141] Another material used as a fluorescence
quencher is gold. Although gold is not a 2D material, we mention
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Figure 2. a) The combination of single-molecule fluorescence (SMF) and 2D materials offers a wide range of benefits for the study of materials (b–d),
and the entities on top (e–g). For 2D materials, the super-resolved detection of defective sites under ambient conditions is especially relevant. Three
examples show: b) MoS2 as a typical TMD,[134] c) hBN,[135] and d) graphene.[137] On the other hand, 2D materials provide key information, for exam-
ple, demonstrated for: e) biosensing,[9] f) super-resolution imaging,[9] or g) biophysical studies.[145] Images in (b): Reproduced with permission.[134]

Copyright 2022, The Authors, published by American Chemical Society. Images in (c): Reproduced with permission.[135] Copyright 2018, American
Chemical Society. Images in (d): Reproduced with permission.[137] Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. Images in (e,f): Reproduced under
the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[9] Copyright 2021, The
Authors, published by Wiley-VCH. Image in (g): Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[145] Copyright 2021. The Authors, published by eLife Sciences Publications, Ltd.

it because the distance dependency of the fluorescence quench-
ing of a thin gold layer is well studied. For example, a gold layer
of 10 nm quenches the fluorescence up to ≈100 nm, making
it suitable for cellular applications that require a larger effective
range.[142,143] Nevertheless, a 10 nm layer of gold is significantly
less transparent than a single sheet of graphene, and the de-
tected background is higher, which is crucial for single-molecule

measurements. There are several transparent conductors, with
indium–tin oxide (ITO) being a well-known and commonly used
representative. However, the quenching properties of ITO are
strongly dependent on its thickness; even for a 17 nm-thick layer,
it is relatively short-ranged with only 10 nm effective fluorescence
quenching distance.[144] Additionally, the precise coating remains
challenging.

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2303152 2303152 (8 of 14) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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5.2. 2D Materials Adding Information to Single-Molecule
Fluorescence Experiments

Understanding the interactions between 2D materials and flu-
orescent dye molecules is a key to improving the performance
of single-molecule based techniques. In a recent publication by
our group, we show how the distance-dependent energy trans-
fer from single dye molecules to graphene paves the way to-
ward many types of applications[9] (Figure 2e,f). For example,
we performed super-resolution microscopy measurements us-
ing DNA-origami nanostructures on graphene. In these exper-
iments, the axial position of the detected fluorescent molecules
was directly obtained by measuring the energy transfer from each
dye molecule to graphene. Consequently, we were able to achieve
axial resolutions as low as ≈3 nm. Furthermore, this high lo-
calization precision was also used to perform single-molecule
tracking experiments and demonstrate biosensing assays. In an-
other work, graphene energy transfer (GET) was applied to study
dynamic conformational changes in protein complexes at mem-
branes, demonstrating that there is plenty of room for biologi-
cal applications[145] (Figure 2g). However, the 2D material might
not only be a handy substrate, providing additional information
about the specimen on top, but also alter it, as reported for the
electroporation of cells on graphene[146] or the axon elongation
of neurons growing on the 2D carbon allotrope.[147]

While the sensitive range for GET lies between 0 and 40 nm,
other materials that undergo energy-transfer processes are sen-
sitive in different distance ranges and, thus, are suitable to de-
tect interactions, movements, or dynamic processes taking place
there. While graphene has been thoroughly studied for almost
two decades by now, and its properties are well known, for other,
less explored, 2D materials, we are still witnessing how their
properties are studied and rationalized. In this regard, there is
a need to characterize the distance dependence of fluorescence
quenching, understand the quenching mechanism, and exploit it
for various applications. Moreover, it is foreseeable that the sensi-
tive range for fluorescence quenching can be tuned by controlling
the number of layers of a given material as well as by chemical
or electrical doping. In this regard, especially, the electro-optical
properties of 2D materials offer high potential. By doing this, for
instance, the quenching of fluorescence is switched on and off,
or plasmonic effects are introduced.[148–150]

Since the energy-transfer efficiency is derived from the flu-
orescence intensity or fluorescence lifetime of individual dye
molecules, it is critical to calculate an appropriate energy-
transfer calibration curve to obtain accurate results. There are
different strategies for positioning dye molecules at controlled
distances.[144,151] Among them, DNA-origami nanopositioners
are a noteworthy option, as they enable to place single molecules
with sub-nanometer accuracy in all three dimensions.[17,104,152,153]

Compared to approaches where the calibration is performed us-
ing layers of oxides as spacers,[143,154] the implementation of
DNA-origami nanostructures provides an aqueous environment
for the reference dye molecules that is similar to the one they have
in many sensing assays. Further, using DNA nanostructures al-
lows placing reference dyes at specific heights in almost punctate
spots while leaving the rest of the surface available to perform
measurements. This cannot be achieved by depositing multiple
oxide layers for calibration purposes.

6. Future Challenges

The synergistic combination of 2D materials and single-molecule
approaches has proven to be fruitful in many senses. We have
shown recent examples where these two worlds successfully
merged to either shed light on materials’ properties or extend the
capabilities of single-molecule fluorescence techniques. Given
the large number of devices based on DNA and 2D materials,
we put a special focus on how single-molecule fluorescence mea-
surements are performed on these hybrid systems.

Understanding the molecular interactions between DNA and
2D materials should be one of the first goals prior to applica-
tion. However, studying these constructs is challenging and of-
ten addressed through theoretical approaches. Due to computing
power limitations, these studies are typically limited to timescales
of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds. More experiments are re-
quired to complement theory, and here is where single-molecule
techniques frequently provide valuable insight. For example, they
enable us to study not only the orientation of biomolecules on
2D materials but also more complex phenomena such as stretch-
ing, bending, or diffusion under varying stimuli. In particu-
lar, heterostructures have the potential to induce interesting ef-
fects on the biophysics of DNA, as demonstrated by computa-
tional studies.[92,155] To perform single-molecule studies in this
direction, controlling the positioning of DNA molecules close
to the material surface is crucial. As discussed above, chemi-
cal connectors offer an opportunity to achieve this goal. Regard-
ing this challenge, DNA-origami nanostructures are a unique
tool because they provide means for multiple functionalities,
which are organized in a predefined manner at the nanome-
ter scale. Super-resolution methods based on the localization
of single fluorescent molecules hold strong potential to be ap-
plied in materials science. When combined with 2D materials,
they provide key information about the spatial distribution of
defects at the nanoscale, even if they are densely packed. Alter-
natively, the distance-dependent energy-transfer process enables
one to decipher the axial position of the fluorophore and per-
form 3D super-resolution experiments on the material surface.
Recent advances have demonstrated that localizing single dye
molecules with Ångström precision is possible, which would al-
low studying processes in the material or mapping defects with
true molecular spatial resolution.[156] Furthermore, if high spa-
tial and temporal resolution are simultaneously required, the so-
called MINFLUX technique[160] or its pulsed-interleaved version,
p-MINFLUX,[10,158] are the methods of choice.[159] Understand-
ing dynamic processes will gain in importance, resulting in a
growing number of tracking applications.[159] Toward this end,
unveiling fast conformational changes will be one step.[160]

While the proposed combination of different fields can be ben-
eficial, it also introduces the challenges and drawbacks of each
field. For example, an impending challenge with 2D materials is
the complex and costly synthesis. Currently, industrial-scale pro-
duction providing the required quality for fundamental research
is not possible, constituting a major bottleneck.[161,162] Here, hBN
and MXenes represent prime examples of the problem of pro-
ducing large-area surfaces while maintaining high quality. As an-
other issue, the optical detection of single fluorescent molecules
requires an efficient collection of emitted photons, which is
often synonymous to demanding a transparent substrate. The
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necessary transfer of the 2D material introduces further un-
certainties, as reported for graphene.[163] Moreover, single-
molecule fluorescence techniques require expensive and so-
phisticated setups. Operating them requires well-trained staff
for data acquisition and handling. Additionally, single-molecule
fluorescence studies restrict the choice of dyes, imposing
difficulties when working at shorter wavelengths. However,
there are efforts to relax these constraints, with a special fo-
cus on alternative equipment.[164,165] Despite these drawbacks,
we foresee an increasing number of applications and more
2D materials being exploited for complex biological experi-
ments, aided by single-molecule techniques. In the future,
we will find more and more 2D materials in everyday life.
We aim to make a case for the insights we gain at the
single-molecule level and encourage researchers in the mate-
rials science field to reinforce links with the single-molecule
community. Given the recent efforts and technical developments
aiming to decrease the technical complexity of single-molecule
fluorescence setups, we envision that it will become possible to
detect single fluorescent molecules individually on a 2D material
even without highly specialized equipment.

Over the past few years, we have recognized the potential
of 2D materials such as graphene as an increasingly useful
tool for our single-molecule fluorescence measurements. Inter-
facing this material with DNA-origami nanostructures has re-
cently enabled a plethora of exciting applications, from biosens-
ing and biophysics to the fine elucidation of biological struc-
tures with super-resolution microscopy. Furthermore, this plat-
form is now allowing us to unravel intricate biorecognition phe-
nomena with unprecedented sensitivity, creating powerful oppor-
tunities in structural biology. Yet, while single-molecule fluores-
cence techniques have been historically tightly associated with
biology, there is also potential in interfacing such technologies
with materials science to answer important questions in that
field. For example, we have seen how to utilize DNA nanostruc-
tures and the robustness of graphene’s energy-transfer proper-
ties to probe the in situ quality of graphene monolayers as well
as to understand the effect of multilayers on the energy trans-
fer. Beyond the realm of graphene, we have also begun to inter-
face other 2D materials, such as MXene flakes or hBN–graphene
heterostructures.

We believe that the combination of 2D materials, DNA-
mediated interactions, and single-molecule fluorescence tech-
niques yields a powerful interdisciplinary tool for both funda-
mental and applied scientific pursuits, many of which are yet to
be explored.
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